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“The conventional solution of deploying more and more storage capacity 
actually compounds the very problem that it was enlisted to solve.” 
 

Overview 
 
Companies today are faced with managing an ever-increasing amount of data. The traditional solution to 
this problem was to increase the amount of space on a server by adding more hard drives. This strategy 
would be similar to a person continually building additional rooms onto a house in order to have more 
space in which to store all his or her belongings, but without any thought as to where items were being 
stored. 
 
CaminoSoft's Managed Server HSM™ software enables companies to store and manage all of their data 
intelligently without having to continually "build more rooms" in their systems. By classifying data 
according to a set of defined rules, Managed Server HSM enables files to be stored and accessed based on 
their current relevance. This solution saves significant time and sharply reduces costs associated with data 
backup and recovery, labor, and downtime. The benefits of CaminoSoft's solution are already being 
leveraged by organizations worldwide. 
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Historic Intelligent Data Migration 
 
The concept of data migration is not a new one.  Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM) originated 
decades ago in the mainframe world, where it was used as a method to reduce storage costs.  When the 
incremental cost of fast storage was astronomical, the industry clamored for methods to avoid expanding 
costly hard disk devices.  Software was developed to move files along a hierarchy of storage devices that 
were ranked in terms of cost per megabyte of storage, speed of storage retrieval, and overall capacity limits. 
Files were migrated along the hierarchy to less expensive forms of media such as relatively slow, 
mechanical auto-changer devices, based upon rules tied to the frequency of data accessed.  But this solution 
had its flaws.  By adopting the storage hierarchy as the solution to swelling storage needs, data center 
managers were forced to sacrifice speed, reliability and fault tolerance―and often the ability to recover 
from total system failures (disaster recovery) ―as data migrated across the storage hierarchy. 
 

Today’s Intelligent Data Migration 
 
Modern-day data centers have long since shed the mainframe paradigm.  More commonly found today are 
systems of smaller computers interconnected within local area networks (LANs), wide area networks 
(WANs), and now, storage area networks (SANs) and the internet.  Mainframes have been replaced by a 
series of smaller, powerful workstation and server computers.  “Dumb terminals” that depended upon the 
mainframe for their processing power have been replaced by intelligent workstations.  The workstations 
connect, via the networks, to “general purpose” and/or “specialized servers”.  Some servers focus on file 
and print tasks while others focus on applications like maintaining complex databases. But, with all of these 
strides in technology, optimizing computing resources to increase efficiency and effectiveness, one 
problem persists, even more daunting than before: THE STORAGE EXPLOSION.  Industry estimates 
indicate that data storage requirements often increase by 75% or more per year, every year.  In a study by 
analyst Michael Peterson of Peripheral Strategies, it is estimated that the cost of administering one gigabyte 
of data is over $8,000 per year. 
 

The Problem 
 
Disk drives have been getting larger, faster and less expensive.  No longer is the high cost of storage 
hardware creating the resistance to the expansion of storage capacity. It’s now the cost of resources to 
deploy, manage and protect storage that concerns today’s IT management.  As a result, the storage 
explosion has spawned an entire industry.  In the past years, we have seen the advent of the SAN, where 
multiple servers share common storage resources via a fast fiber-channel interface, and network attached 
storage (NAS) appliances, where additional networked storage resources can be deployed quickly and 
painlessly on a company’s existing network infrastructure without disturbing ongoing processing.  Names 
like EMC2 and Network Appliance are as recognizable today as IBM and Dell.  
 
SANs and specialized NAS servers go a long way toward meeting the short-term need for simpler 
deployment of additional storage.  It should be noted, however, as the total storage resources increase in 
size, so does the effort and cost (as much as 7 times the hardware cost according to some industry experts) 
required to manage and protect them.  The conventional solution of deploying more storage capacity 
actually compounds the very problem that it was enlisted to solve.  The only solution to the storage 
explosion problem is to (1) reduce the number of files to manage and (2) automate the management process 
to prevent storage from getting out of control in the future. 
 

The Solution 
 
CaminoSoft’s Managed Server HSM combines with various less-expensive Central Storage Pool devices to 
provide production servers a virtually infinite enterprise repository for seldom-accessed data files.  
Managed Server HSM, running in the background on a production server, constantly monitors the status of 
its assigned volumes.  When a scheduled or pre-determined watermark is reached, files are transparently 
and automatically migrated to the Central Storage Pool.  Migrated file location data are retained in the 
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production server’s file system, enabling quick identification and automated retrieval of files from the 
Central Storage Pool.  
 
Present vs. Past 
 
How does Managed Server HSM differ from the hierarchy system of the past?  The old hierarchy system is 
based on moving data to slower, less reliable devices.  Central Storage Pool devices often utilize fast hard 
disk storage – in some cases faster than the primary storage devices – to maintain the seldom-accessed 
files.  Also, files receive a high degree of protection.  By employing RAID technology on the Central 
Storage Pool devices, files are not only protected but are also made continually available to users, even 
when a drive in the storage array fails and/or files are being reconstructed.   

HSM Benefits  
Why use Managed Server HSM instead of simply adding more storage to the production servers?   
 

• MANAGED STORAGE GROWTH – With Managed Server HSM, CaminoSoft provides a tool 
to manage proactively rather than just react to storage growth in the enterprise. Since seldom-to-
never accessed files are relocated to the Central Storage Pool, the enterprise production servers’ 
existing storage is reserved for the "working set" of data. This leads to optimized access time for 
the most important data and simplified disk space management.  

• INVESTMENT PROTECTION – Managed Server HSM enables the increase of the useful life 
of existing storage hardware. Since the growth rate of the "working set" of data is much slower 
when seldom-to-never accessed files are relocated to a Central Storage Pool, existing storage 
devices (RAID arrays, hard drives, etc.) can provide sufficient capacity for a longer period of time. 

• DATA CONSOLIDATION – Instead of having seldom-to-never accessed files spread out across 
all production servers in the enterprise, these files are consolidated by Managed Server HSM into 
a Central Storage Pool. These files, by nature, are non-volatile and can be effectively and 
efficiently protected utilizing industry-recognized incremental or differential backup 
methodologies. 

• MORE DATA AVAILABLE ONLINE – When available storage capacity shrinks to critical 
levels, conventional methods to create more storage capacity usually involve identifying seldom-
to-never accessed files, copying them to tape or some other offline media, and deleting them from 
the "working set" of data – rendering them unavailable to users. If those files are required at a later 
time, someone must stop what they’re doing, locate the missing files, and mount them for access. 
By migrating files to a Central Storage Pool, all files remain online and fully accessible by users. 

• AUTOMATED DATA MANAGEMENT – Efforts to keep available storage capacity at an 
acceptable level is a persistent battle requiring many hours of the network administrator’s time.  It 
is estimated that only 75 minutes per week of storage administration performed by one engineer 
can cost over $6,000 in a single year.  With Managed Server HSM, those hours can be nearly 
eliminated. By setting watermarks, file aging and other policies, the administrator fully controls 
the data migration activity.  Managed Server HSM uses those watermarks and policies to 
transparently migrate the seldom-to-never accessed files to the Central Storage Pool. The resulting 
space created can then be utilized by the "working set" of files. If users access files that were 
previously migrated, Managed Server HSM quickly and transparently retrieves them from the 
Central Storage Pool and restores them to their original servers. 

• TRUE STORAGE VIRTUALIZATION – Managed Server HSM turns any traditional NetWare 
or Windows 2000 Server volume into an infinite storage resource for storing a company’s crucial 
data.  Migration is managed automatically based on organizationally defined rules and policies.   
All directories remain on the main server volumes, so users can find their files exactly where they 
placed them. 

• AGGREGATES INEXPENSIVE STORAGE – Managed Server HSM aggregates the storage of 
individual storage devices and servers into a Central Storage Pool.  Using administrator-defined 
policies, storage capacity is automatically provisioned from the pool as needed to satisfy data 
migration requirements.  Users are provided with transparent access to their files while Managed 
Server HSM is seamlessly integrated into the existing network environment. 
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• HIGHLY SCALABLE – By utilizing Managed Server HSM policies, seldom accessed files are 
automatically relocated to the Central Storage Pool devices, providing shorter production backup 
durations.  Increasing storage capacity is as simple as adding additional storage resources to the 
Central Storage Pool.  

• REDUCED BACKUP/RESTORE TIME – Relocating infrequently accessed files from 
production disk volumes reduces the amount of time network administrators spend backing up and 
restoring data. As a result, companies experience less downtime from production servers utilizing 
Managed Server HSM. 

• ENTERPRISE COMPATIBILITY AND SAN FRIENDLY – Managed Server HSM is 
available for the Windows 2000 Server (NTFS) and Novell NetWare 4/5/6 (traditional volumes) 
and NetWare 6 (NSS volumes) platforms. 

Managed Server Administrator: Solution Overview  

Managed Server HSM’s rule-based policy engine is an executive program that runs in the background of 
each installed production server.  It constantly monitors the server’s assigned storage resources.  For each 
production server, Managed Server HSM routinely prepares a list of “candidate” files – files that meet 
defined criteria such as access date and size.  When critical volume thresholds are reached, Managed Server 
HSM uses the candidate lists to quickly relocate the identified files to a Central Storage Pool where they 
remain available for recall at any time.  Managed Server HSM updates the directory of each relocated file 
with a migration key (pointer) that identifies the file as “migrated” and deletes the data portion of the file. 
This is how more storage space is made available for the “working set” of files.  In the event that one of the 
migrated files is later opened for use, Managed Server HSM intercepts the “open” call and uses the file’s 
migration key to quickly and transparently retrieve the file from the Central Storage Pool.  The file is 
relocated back into its original server and is released to the application or user that requested it.  Other than 
a very slight pause – typically not noticed during file retrieval – the user is totally unaware of any of the 
processes taking place.  As far as the user is concerned, the file was never moved. 

 
Managed Server HSM – Enterprise View 

 

One or more production servers can automatically relocate files to a Central Storage Pool (comprised of 
aggregated, off-the-shelf storage appliances and/or general purpose servers) based upon a combination of 
time schedules, file selection criteria (including age of file since last access date, last modification or 
creation date, size) and critical volume “watermarks” that determine how many files need to be moved.  
Administrators can become more productive instead of continually trying to allocate storage space for their 
users, or worse, selectively deleting user files to accomplish this. 
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Managed Server Administrator 

Managed Server HSM monitors the status of managed volumes.  According to rules maintained in the 
administration application, production servers running Managed Server HSM migrate seldom-used data 
files to a Central Storage Pool as they meet the set criteria.  Administration is performed by the Managed 
Server Administrator at the server’s console.  
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Target Management 
A file migrates from the managed directory where it originates to the migration destination, or Central 
Storage Pool.  A Pool is comprised of one or more directories on a storage server. It is possible to have 
more than one storage server in an environment and assign some of its directories to the same pool.  
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Migration Profile 

Once the migration destinations are clearly defined, the administrator must specify which files on the 
production server are to be managed and thus migrated.  These definitions are stored as Migration 
Profiles.  In each Migration Profile, the administrator chooses the production server’s volume/share that is 
to be managed (migrated).  The Migration Profile (source) is assigned a Pool (destination).  Then, selected 
root level directories of the specified volume/share are listed for the administrator.  The administrator can 
select individual directories to manage or can select <ALL> which will automatically manage all 
directories in the volume/share – present and future.  There is no limit to the number of profiles that the 
administrator can define.  This allows administrators the flexibility to configure production volumes to 
migrate files to different servers/devices in the Central Storage Pool. 
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Migration Rules / Policies 

The administrator can also set up rules of migration that apply to this Migration Profile.  For each profile, 
the administrator determines how many days old a file is before it can be considered a candidate for 
migration.  Since there are several dates associated with a file (creation, last modified, last accessed), the 
age can be determined by any of the available reference dates.  Different file ages may be specified for 
initial migration as well as re-migration.  For example, it may be desirable to initially migrate an 
infrequently accessed file after 365 days.  However, if someone were to de-migrate that file just to look at it 
– but not change it – it would probably not be desirable to keep that file using valuable disk space for 
another full 365 days.  For this reason, a re-migrate rule is provided where the administrator can specify 
some lesser number of days for these cases.  Also, a minimum and maximum file size parameter can be set.  
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Volume Rules 

At the volume level, watermarks or “thresholds” are defined.  They are called Emergency Threshold, 
Safety Usage and Goal Usage.  These thresholds are used in concert with the peak hour ranges.  When 
peak hours defined by the administrator are in effect, routine migration is not performed.  When a volume 
reaches an “emergency” level as defined in the Emergency Threshold, then migration will be invoked 
even during peak hours. To avoid unwanted server overhead during peak hours, the migration will stop 
once the Safety Usage threshold is reached.  During off-peak hours, the production server will attempt to 
migrate all eligible candidate files until the Goal Usage threshold is reached.  In addition, the administrator 
can declare a blackout period or No Migration Hours window of time where other critical tasks can be 
scheduled without concern for interference with the migration process. 
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Global Filters 

At the global level, rules are defined for server-wide consideration.  The administrator might chose to 
exclude certain file types altogether if performance is critical. If the administrator wanted to filter out all 
EXE, he/she would use a file filter and enter “EXE” as the extension to be excluded. The administrator can 
also exclude or include files at the folder level by using Include and Exclude and then browsing to select 
the desired folder.   
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Notification 
The Notification feature allows configuration by the Managed Server HSM Administrator to send alerts to 
specific users or e-mail addresses. An alert message box appears notifying the recipient of an error or 
warning on the Managed Server HSM Administrator. 
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Deletion Policies 
A Deletion Policy allows the administrator to assign directories that contain files that are to be managed for 
retention and deletion.  The directory (root level or higher) that is to be managed is selected.  Rules for 
Include or Exclude are selected as well as their applicability to subdirectories contained in this directory.   

Since this is the first source selected, it is an Include. The administrator can modify the volume:\source 
directory\*.* to volume:\source directory\*.ext if he/she wishes to delete only certain file types in this 
directory. A checkbox next to Include subdirectories causes the agent-engine to automatically manage all 
subdirectories belonging to this directory– present and future.  Once a source has been created, the 
administrator can Exclude certain subdirectories in it, either with volume:\source 
directory\subdirectory1\*.* or volume:\source directory\subdirectory1\*.ext. The directories specified for 
exclusion will be completely excluded from the file deletion process. 

The figure below shows an example of a deletion profile in which all the wave files will be deleted from 
the user pool directory and its subdirectories. 
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Monitor 
The administrator can also monitor the migration process by viewing the Activity Log and the Migration 
Log. The Activity Log shows all the activity that takes place during migration and deletion, such as scan 
for profile, migration for profile, deletion for profile. The Migration Log shows the files being migrated 
and their corresponding target. The administrator can check the DeMigrations Log to view files that have 
been demigrated. The Deletes Log shows the files that have been deleted.  Any critical or fatal errors 
would be displayed in the Error Log. 
 
The administrator can set the refresh interval (in seconds) or can select the Stop Auto Refresh checkbox if 
only manual refresh is desired. The default refresh interval is 30 seconds. 

Volume statistics such as space in use and space available are refreshed every one hour (default). Space in 
Use is charted over 10 days. 
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Managed Server HSM System Requirements 
• Windows 2000 or NetWare Intel-based file server 
• Minimum 32MB of available RAM 
• Windows 2000 Server or Novell NetWare 4, 5, or 6 Operating System 
• CD-ROM 
• NTFS File System for Windows 2000. Traditional volume support for NetWare 4, 5, and 6, with NSS 

support for NetWare 6 
• Supported Central Storage Server pool of servers/devices 

 

Summary 

CaminoSoft’s Managed Server HSM for Novell NetWare and Windows 2000 Server platforms provides 
network administrators with a flexible architecture that delivers key advantages for an organization, 
including: 

• centralized storage management; 
• proactive file retention and deletion policy; 
• virtual elimination of “out-of-disk-space” conditions; and 
• vastly reduced time required for backup and disaster recovery. 
 
 
 
 
 


